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Dear Dick, 

I do not iOmediately have tine for lengthy response to your 11/5. Lave asked N.O. for everything they have on emlio and if I set anything you'll get a copy imeediately. 

In making memo on any of tne testimony, I encourage you to be uninfluenced by what you think I'll knew or recall, fn: triers is toe much. I hove forgotten (your refeence to the blanket is on immediate example) end always the chance that through carelessness or haste I'll miss something very obvious. I've finished with Fick an-t will go over it ca seen es I can, which I anticirete will not be for a little while, teere being other things of higher ileediete priority. It is lengthy. 

I disagree with your cement on Fllff, "Tnia doesn't seem too important anyway". It uas 8 number of ve y obvious ieportences, the most obvious of weice is test what they attributed to Oswald wee impossible. 1  believe I explored toes rather thoroughly in -7;, but em not certain. That window was open at most 17", the de.th of the wall was 18", there was a scope on the rifle teat wad be be gotten unaer tne bottom of trio open window, and it tnen had to gm be able to get tne muzzle low enougn for the first shot and still have tee sight high enough to be used, not to be blocked by the weed of the bottom of tne window. I believe all this impossible, end I am confident the reel reason there is no euch picture in the reconstruction is because they couldn't arrange it. 

Whet you say (lee) on accuracy and speed is something I hadn't censideree seriously. 1 wee suspicious of tee reoults, ant wondered from the first if there could hove been so simple a thing as tee owitchieg of tercets to mate this seem to wore happened. This might uave been arranged without his knoirkedge, unless he examined and handled eis targets after each series. I dc not and cannot enow, but 1 never believed him so Ouch better a snot teen anyone else, partioilerly those at eberdeeu, by which time the rifle had been improved. 
34 	Agreed. I'd put a question mark on my oppy. I d,  not think irezier really intended to say mcre then "they didn't fire live bullets". 
40 You are too kind to Frazier, for here he ie worse .elm a liar, Le is careful to commit no technical lies while achieving the same purpose, weihh • you accurately record. Let me see if Ix can :helpeyout thinking (we agree that is the seectro suprorted their hope's tney'd hew used it). 7rezier dues not equally say c.het you soy r1,- says. —e gives t is impression. Let me give it, with emphasis to show that t e deceiver pr pared for this with care, in each case telling no lie: 

"They ellheve the same netallic enmposition as for be the lead core of these objects ti concerned". Al, he says here, though he uses the word same, in response to a question "any similarity", is that the samples ;.ere all of lead. Ile does not say taey eeec identically tee same compounds. e also euelifies tuis fuetner:"It does not prove if actually lid" originate from tae came source (which spectrographic enalyeis would hove proved, so ae is admitted ;that e have ceLimed all along, that the spectre proves the opeosite.) In soyine in thin response that "they do have tue came coepoeition", all ho is suyine is that all are lead coepoiundp, no more, even if he implies a lie, tact teey are identieel, and his comment on source is further heeeedeceule have originated from tn- same or  smiler  source". resning no more teen bullets. You are right in seyieg his statements "seem exelicity". They only seem it. Well see 1' they dere coke up a phoney spectre, for they may have distributed the one they made toe widely. f course, tney may have made no distribution ether than earephresed. 



I have been working on other aspects of this for aosis time, but no one seems 
to have tumbled to it. mowing that they'd been able to fake esvidence in the 
rest on have had no cmmpunctions about t, I've tried to develope avenues 
for its detection ,n1 proof. 

81 	I go into this in All, as tee index :gill :now, incuding, in think, 
unuer the Ooo Sec 'et e4cret -ervice. ;:ser here ignores the more significant 
measurement, height of the reer'sett, variable about 10 inches, highly sig-
nificant. in feet, 7.,ser's ,uestion is largely incompreh nsible "rear set area". 
I have this and other psesagee at the beattom of the page and on tue next marked 
from my initial reeding, some of which was on planes, some at home. I've n-t 
had tiee to transcribe my written or dictated notes, and they have been for 
from ey mind, so 1 em not certain of wait I then believed. eowever, I think 
the essence is that whereas I probably thought Oser undeestedd this ifei back-
grounded him _end _lford ces this, he did not, really, for the nuestione to have 
been asked as as simple as they ere.obvious. It is necessary to remembei the 
position in chic he wee, th stets ef hie knowledge eni the burden, he then. 
carried. .e should not consider tuet, under the circumstshces, tie did other 
than well. ele carried a very neevy load, with no time for adequate preparation. 
Perhaps some of this is my feult, for 1 wasn't there, for reasons I eensidered 
compelling, and. teey may, have depebded uson ely.presence. If anyone is deeply 
responsible, hoWever, it is lane, wuo was there end di teem noened. To answer 
yoef suestion, which makes ma wonder eh t was toe bssis fox_ of the meeeere-
ments used in the reconstruction", the Secret esrvice, the (cey dimensien, 
height, bathe entirely without substantiation end the aveiltble teats, from 
the abundance of existing pictures, not nevine been made, by anyone. 

107 	This relates to the above, my reference to what I use of 'Selley'itn 
This is fiction, without what I do not recall, e showing that prior atoe 

this ten inch allowance, the top of the :eddy seat was exactly the sere 
distance from the paved surface as tae height of the eincola seat, unetevated. \se 
There is no prnef the seat was elevated. never 'other about the possibility of , 
trenffferring confusion to es. It issimportant to understand tench step independ-
ently. Their rreblen won trajectory. Beenuee it %es impossible after thisee  
10 inch adjustment, can you imagine how glaring it wouYd have been witheuit? 

120 	--y mark on tuis business I tuink is . intended to remise: me of mane ee  
than the clip pooping out weta the cunt bullet chambered. It is else becensise,,  
any reconstruction required four bullets, bat tne tares tie used. ithOtit anYs. 

e\ testing, everysfireerde expert' knew the clip had to drop out with tee:, 	ses 
ll 

	

' 	1 
roed chambered. 	 , 

147 	Tea most eigeifieent thing .sere 1 think esceped you, tnere was 'ono 
test from "any other originating point". Nor jury purposes, I believe eser 
achieved his point well, especially with the acknowledgement that the looseness 
of the sight would "effect tie • accuracy of the shooting of this rifle"eFrom 
our interests, tnis is inadequate. I may be wrong, but I seem to recall th et 
-when the eight got to Jashingeon, which is Before it got to Frazier, the sight 
had bee - n removed. If you find a citation on this, t would interest Elie fee latex]. 
I do not know why Ozer novae went into the three shims. I am certain I called 
this to his attention. It may be simply that there was too much to keep in-
mini or simply that he at this point, after this acknowledgement, considered  
it is unimportant far purposes of the trial. aith regard to your quoted r  
comment by ;eery, witunut telling her I asked you, ask ner who sae nveria-'nr4\ 
Dianne this comment. The quota loos not say. I seriously doubt it 

DA 	 4:re 
hoppenedrIk  

that she heard any of tee 	staff say it. The existing nditions/end reIpt n- • 
ships make this hignly unlikely, the Garrison attitude toward the reds prey \ 
eludes it, se does his paranoia, the full depth of whichp I thinks, yOu =hot 
understand in this area. he wee convinced, sifter the panel report, test thi feds 
would slip him fflekedy pie and X-raya. &May-2r, why not analyze this i bit tmore. 



This in to postulate that eser would miens deal giving up two things both 

helpful to aim without getting anything in return. The damage of the rifle in 

transit is in no way helpful to the defens
e or government, in every way 

helpful to the prosecution. :chat ie the quid ero quo for rser in eery's deal? 

In your own thinking of west you do not dis
tort in calling it be, have you 

stnpned to think that there had to be some 
explanations for a) the inoperative 

sight and ble the extensive overnsul of tee rifle? There is no reeeon to believe 

tais sight, whether in good order or not, w
ee aver adjusted properly. For twit 

money, you know Kleine had no reaeon to do 
anything but mount it. There is no 

reason to believe it was ever used except t
o fire bullets into cotton (and if you 

ever do teis, please try end take me a tigh
t shot either through a close-ue lens 

or on a large negetuve so I can have proof 
that cotton roes or does not adhere). 

Commission reflects ho they bought tais, b
ut even he said eh exp rt weuld 

Teere is no ree2on to wonder whether Frazie
r know the scope couldn't be fixed 

on the target he testified (We) to just tha
t and said when it "stabilized' high 

be helpful rather then turtful....in wanderi
ng about why ("Neer did end did pot 

have to fire the missing test shots to use 
it accurately teen, so Frazier, 

:solution, provided the olution, tee contraption that
 this maladjustment would

"N  

and to the right they let it remain that wa
y. In the questioning of Zebu:, the 

w  

 

use certain data, one thing we are not incl
ided to consider weights eery neevily 

with ell lawyer-, especially those:how read
ily can this jure understand this? 

Is it too technical for their cmmprehonsion
e 	 ..e 7  

161 	This is to pee of which 1 imm
evAetely write you. lease let me 

knee explicitly weether you have received es base pie:thee yet. 
'Lou saould have 

had it long ego. I sugeest that if by te, t
ime you get tale you nave not 

received it, write -dem eiemons (personelly
) ane ask him way, for it ie two-

three weeks since I got tee one ' ordered-
and found too Most exciting net 

evidence I nave only indicated so you can g
et the fu 1 exhilaration for yourself. 

Aolvard says there was no otuer possibili
ty. 1  had assumed that in taking the 

jacket sampee tuey got enough of the core. I knew teey uad to nave had a 

lead sEecimen, but this,ss you now realize
, is why 1 told you we could aceount .  

°or ell missing from this bullet with no fr
agmentation et all. However, I sug-

gest you reconsider Frazier's exact words h
ere and in acmperisen with those 

he used before the eommisaien. It is eubjec
t to an intereretetion that there 

was no eyeball-visible cloth or blood or fl
esh, not none whatsoever, especially 

since he her.- says "relatively clean"
 and WC says clean enough not 	require 

furtaer cleaning for his testa. This is not
 to say +here was nnthine on the bullekt,' 

asp in the grooves, ehieh would have reeuired
 cbe ficel cleaning line IT Be eel t 

WED. ef course, : aever believed there cou
ld hive been any such residues; for 

I never believed it was sn used. 171, again
 eyebelle.Same 193. !y interpre- 

tation of tne significance os this exch.nge
, welch I' have marked, is as ' =40 

it before this testimony, bedk in 1967, in 
writing PM: their technical police : 

keowldge is teat exactly .e toots reeuired fir eviientiery valu
e were never 

made. This cannot be decided upo4 the b
asis of eyeball examieation. ex note f

marking of the follcwing pege eel suggest y
ou read it now to reassess your 

opinion of wn,t is sienifieent in this test
imony. 

de-A you revert to 170. 1 tnink your tests 
are important, and when they are 

Bones I'd apereciate e r port and prints 
for possible use. e have gone over this

 

with Roffman and will again soon. You are, 
i believe, wrong in considering (not 

testing) serieuely an entrance through the 
front of eheehirt. The wouneewas 

above that. 'hie is decoy for us, yockel ba
it. I bare gone over parts oni this 

with you piecemeal, I think. I remain conv
inced the beence of a hole -hrnug

h 

the tie eliminates any eech possibility an
 tee slits are e-nsistent with but 

one thine, tentative and abandoned use of t
he scalpel. If it for this reason 

I asked eery to try and seek out earrico. T
 resu'ne he wee ureble to, fee he has 

not made cement. Try teat spot
 on yourself. To go tn.:nes:1 the buttoned s

hirt 

it would have b..0 much too low-and tae
y placed it es In as they eared. 

fp .. fe.ree te tubs excanege  

% ' 



5 November 1969 
Harold: 

I saw Den-osey on 7ov. 1, and will het n memo out shortly on 	Jic't that. Zresentiy I tai-72: I'll send a few notes on 2ramier's testimony,I, 
for I have bean sitting on them longer, waiting for a chance to write. 
I believe that you have already notleed the nost inportant thin in 
3's tenti ony, so I'll s's7111 reference to some thinss. Hare roes: 

(ra:-:c references are to the 1.T.r.testissyay of tobert 7rasier) 

p.7...2's statenent thst there was blood an,7. tissue on both sides 
of the car windshield seems odder than it really is. The e=plan-
ation rirobably is this: The bullet stri!:ing JP's head fron 
behind east desris upward and forward of tl'e. car; as the debris 
descended in iron of the car, the car windshield ran into It. 
I can inasine no other alternative. 

p.10f...These statements on the use of blan7sets in 	ssonstruction 
sonewhat confusim-7 to me, and I hnve to sev-.:..s- them before 

I emnent. I suppose, however, that you I:1107: well what is soins' 
on, sIrce you nayed clor:r!7 ::trInt5.011 to the ,sconstriletions 
than I ever did. 

p.11f... F. Says he was at "partially" open window during reconstruction; 
No photos of the reconstruction show the window partially open. 
WC and news photos show the window fully o.sen. This doesn't seem 
too important, anyway. 

p.14.... M-C rifle had a"rough finish"; this of course would reduce, if 
not actually eliminate,the possibility that the rifle has the 
capacity to receive recognizable prints. This is a matter that 
should be severely tested if ever that rifle comes into our 
possession. Frankly, I don't think that the rifle will pick up 
prints. Not only is the surface rough, but the steel probably 
is of inferior quality, a feature which would make it absorbant 
and therefore less likely to take and hold prints. 

(I think Lt. Day was lying when he said he lifted LHO's 
print from the barrel of the rifle under the wooden forend). 

p. 18f... Re the tests for "accuracy and speed" of the Ii-C rifle: The 
.conduct of this test has always puzzled me, for I never heard 
of a test for both accuracy and spped together. One tests for 
accuracy or one tests for speed, but not both together, for each 
is severely detrimental to the other. That is, if you want to 
test the accuracy of a firearm, you must not shoot fast; con-
versely, if you want to know about speed, you don't worry too 
much about accuracy. 

Frazier's accuracy in tests with that rifle is really phenom-
inal considering the rate of fire-- I strongly suspect that he 
faked it; i.e. that he fired his targets slowly and deliberately, 
and then fired some shots rapidly to see how fast he could work 
the gun. 

All this suspicion stems from xxx±xxizx failure to understand 
how any man can have accomplished what Frazier said he accomplished. 
Extreme accuracy in very rapid fire is virtually a contradiction 
in terms, and Frazier's accuracy was excellent, considering the 
piece of junk that he was using. I don't think that he or anybody 
can reproduce his targets under the conditions that he describes--
that's a guess, but I'd bet on ±r it. 
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p.34... I think probably this matter results merely from misunderstanding, 
but I'll call it to your attention anyway. The Court says that 

blanks were fired at the Dealey Plaza re-enactment, and Frazier 

says "yes". Nothing implying this occurs in the N.O. testimony, 

so the Judge must have gotten the wrong idea of what was said. 

Moreover, there is no indication ( as far as I know) in the WC 

record that noise tests were any part of the reconstruction. 
As I said, I think the Court misunderstood the testimony, and 

that in answerinf "yes" Frazier misunderstood the Court's state-

ment. 

p.401%. Frazier uses the terms "same" and "identical" with reference to 

metalic composition of fragments in the results of spectro analysis. 

That does one of two things: (1) puts to rest the notion that 

an M-C rifle played no part in the shooting, or (2) makes a liar 

out of Frazier. I'm inclined Ur) think him a liar, but can't 

prove it. Anyway, you understand the spectro shenanigans better 

than I do, so you ponder it. I'll give it more thought later, 

but don't think now there is any way of getting around the problem; 

Frazier's statements seem explicit. It still bothers me, for I 

don't understand why the spectro should have been withheld if it 

simply told what the WC wanted to hear. That's chiefly the basis 

for my thinking that there may be foolery in mix these statements 

of Frazier. Maybe they are preparing a set of doctored spectro 

results. I really don't know. 

p.67...Frazier:"The effective target size would be the same as if you 

were shooting * that distance" (reference to the advantage of using 

a 4 power scope). Frazier's KXR statement may be deliberately 
propagandistic, or simply a lapse of accuracy that often results 

in court questioning. In any case, the statement is misleading. 

The size of the target does not change when one aims through a 

scope; the target size remains the same. All that changes is the 

size of the image that the shooter sees. This information is not 

unimportabt to a shooter, although it seem irrelevant to a non-

shooter. Even with a scope, you have to aim just as carefully 

and do several other things just as carefully as without a scope. 

The statement that the size of the target changes imlalimmxIkaIxx 

with use of a 4X scope implies that the shooter with scope can 
be more careless than the shooter without. All this is more a 

problem of semantics than of truth, and I don't consider it too 

important, for it could be a slip of the tungue. 

p.81... Here I can only call attention to my confusion over the reconst-
ruction. Maybe you can sort things out better. Here Frazier says 

he took no measurements of the jump seats, but that makes me wonder 

what was the basis of measurements used in the reconstruction. 

Material relevant to this occurs also on p.82 and on P.10. 

p.107... Again, conflsion, this time referring to the location of the 
"spot" placed on the coat during reconstruction. The whole business 

makes little sense to me from beginning to end. Maybe I had better 

not comment on matters related to the reconstruction, for they 

throw me into confusion and I am sure to transfer my confusion to 

you, or perhaps to cause you to bother explaining unimportabt things 

to me. If I ever get to make sense of these matters, then I'll 

say more. 
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p. 126.... Frazier says the in test firing he loaded one round in the 
chamber and two in the clip before shooting. This means that 
in shooting each of his 3-shot series Frazier emptied the 
rifle clip. He must therefore have known about the action of 
the clip after the last round is pushed out of it by the bolt. 
I don't think FBI reports mfx or anything in the WC record 
mentins what happens to the clip after the last round is 
chambered, although the matter bears importabtly on the 
xi alleged circumstances of the shooting. 

Anyway, IZIE from this reference we know that Frazier and 
all FBIs who saw Frazier shooting knew about the clip dropping 
out after the last round is chambered. 

Frazier =kes a statemez that may open ip a can of worms 
egardi g som of his early t sts. Fr- ier cox:Iducted/tli'se/ 
rly es -fir gd v y scion a ter he ass.,- in tiod. 

s s 	ey were ••ne to determin w ether 3 aimed .hots ould 
be Ated  — th the 0 rifle in a matter • 6 secco ds Answer- 
in: .ne of he qu ions, he salt her w s no War 	Com- 
mi.s 04  at t e t 	I w' dewhy t t in m io 	e ed 
r: .... ant at t at e rly date, aIiid xxxxkxIx 	chat was t e 
b 	s of information. 
ibutmtxxickix (Disregard this portion; as I think again on it, 

I begin to see that it is not relevant to anything important.) 

p.147ff.... This deals with the loose screws on the scope sight. Mary 
Ferrell sent me some fascinating information regarding this, 
things that bear on the scope-sight memo that I prepared for 
Garrison, but which was never properly used, and was badly 
abused in the one aspect that I hoped he would avoid, the 
business of the loose screws. I'll have much more to say about 
this, but will put it in a letter to Ferrell and send you a 
copy. Here I'll only transcribe what she wrote to me after 
I sent her my memo: 

I attended the trial of Clay Shaw and heard Al User's 
interrogation of Frazier. The three shims were never 
mentioned. Afterwards, in the corridor of the courthouse, 
I-overheard something to the effect that "they made a 
deal" and agreed Oser wouldn't mention the shims if 
Frazier wouldn't say the rifle had been damaged in transit 
to Washington. 

The business of the rifle being damaged on the way to Wash-
ington is a lot of bullshit, I think, to explain what couldn't 
be explained-- the high trajectory on whichthe rufle was 
sighted. I avoided the question in my memo because I could 
not nail down the matter with absolute certainty, but I 
believed then and believe now that the rifle was on the 
high trajectory at the time of the assassination, and that 
it couldnt be sighted on a proper trajectory. This business 
of "deals" makes me all the more certain that I was right 
and that Frazier too knew that the scope couldnt be sighted 
on target. I'll have more to say later. The business of the 
loose screws is a cream puff issue at best, and at worst is 
a bomb that can blow up right in the face of the person who 
tries to use it the way Oser did. User could have waxed 
Frazier on the business of the high trajectory and (as I now 

.V35 • • • 
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realize) on the use of shims, too. Instead, Oser stuck his 
own head into a noose and "lashed" Frazier with the other 
end of the rope. If anybody had the inclination he could have 
tightened the rope and choked the 14111AIIII1X prosecutor with 
his own rope. Some deal! 	I often think that what goes on 
in Gariison's office is not just blundering-- otherwise 
must suppose that these characters are all possessed by some 
sort of death wish-- or a wish to be discredited. Brothers 

0% MO* 4.... I zap this page with all the raz-mataz that this 
tAltica 	typewriter's get, for to me if is the most important 

in the testimony of Frazier. I refer, of course, to 
the information that we receive about CE 399 here. 
Frazier's statement that there could Icogoatsxmixsimgxx 

have been parts missing from 399 is, of course, a lie (if I'm 
right about what I said concerning the base). 

Here on p. 161 also comes our first knowledge that Frazier 
took substance not only from the nose of the byllet, but also 
from its base. 'Nuf said; you know what I feel this infor- 
mation discloses. 

Here too we get information that there was no blood or 
flesh on the bullet when Frazier received it. 

On p.171 we learn that 399 had no fabric on it either. 
And on p.193 we learn that there was no debris at all 

on it. 
All this le cannon fodder for us, and we have their 

heads right at the muzzle. Pow: 

p. 170.... Re the slits in the shirt front, Frazier says "slit-type hole 
often occurs." A bullshitting lie. In tests I have done with 
several calibers, such slits never occurred-- just plain 
'IMMIX little of holes, as Mother Nature intended. 

On the slits, Roffman is doing some work that I may be able 
to help with. I'm considering the possiblility that there was 
an entrance hole in the shirt front (overlapping holes, I should 
say), but that the fabric was deliberately torn (not cut) to 
produce the slit-shape that we naw have on the shirt. Of 
course, this assumes conciderable chicanery on somebody's part, 
but I can understand the rational for obscuring the holes by 
turning them into slits. It's still in a guesswork stage, 
but may be going farther. If anything develops, I'll tell you. 
I wish like hell I could see the shirt, for I know what to 
look for. 

Enough for now. I'm busy as hell with things lately and can't get 
long letters off as often as I want. I'v gat to put my Dempsey notes 
down soon. Keep an eye out for information on Emilio Santana. He is 
a candidate for something and will be thrust on us whether we like him 
or not. Maybe another patsy set up as (a)pro-Castro, and (b) a JFK 
killer. I'll explain later. Meanwhile, watch out for stuff on him. 
Dempsey gave me information that makes me think we may be in for another 
Oswald. I cannot yet judge the importance of this, for my information 
is not complete. But I do think we are going to have him thrust on us. 

This must drive you wild, but I don't have time to explain now. 

11g-z:Jr_ 

Set ti-no-Lv 


